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Introduction
²  ⼩小惑星帯での衝突速度度は~5km/s (Opik 1951, Piotrowski 1952) 

Ø   カタストロフィック破壊(エネルギー⼤大)・クレーター形成(エネルギー⼩小) 

Ø    クレーター形成の⽅方が多く、⼩小惑星上のクレーターの記録は⼩小惑星のサイズ分布を推   
           測するのに⽤用いられる 

Ø   クレーター消失過程を考慮する必要がある
 

²  ガリレオ探査機によって⼩小惑星GaspraとIda上のクレーター分布を調べた(Greenberg 1994,1996) 

Ø  クレーターサイズ分布と衝突体のサイズ分布が類似 

Ø  衝突体サイズ分布  → ~100mのべき：ｰ2.95,100ｰ6mのべき：ｰ4 (Van Houten et al.1970) 

Ø  Gaspra,Idaの⼩小さなクレーターの数が少ない 

100m以下の衝突体のサイズ分布の傾きが
⼤大きいこと、Gaspra,Ida上の⼩小さなクレー
ターが少ないこととの関係を説明する必要
がある

Gaspraのクレー
ターサイズ分布 
(Belton et al.1992)



Introduction
²  詳細なクレーター記録がわかっている⼩小惑星：Gaspra, Ida, Mathilde, Eros 

Ø  ⼩小惑星サイズ・形状とNEA・⼩小惑星帯のサイズ分布への理理解が広がった 

Ø  ⼩小惑星のサイズ分布は、collisionalとdynamical effectにより変化 

 

 

²  ⼩小惑星帯とNEA分布のcollisional,dynamicalによる変化を数値計算  (O’Brien and Greenberg 2005) 

1.  ⼩小惑星帯の観測可能な天体のサイズ分布 

2.  NEAの観測可能な天体のサイズ分布 

3.  隕⽯石の宇宙線照射年年代によるm-サイズの天体の寿命 

4.  200km以上の⺟母天体から形成された⼩小惑星群の数 

5.  Vesta上の⽞玄武岩質地殻と巨⼤大衝突盆地 

collisional :  クレーター形成orカタストロフィック破壊により⼩小さな破⽚片が形成 
dynamical : Yarkovsky効果と軌道共鳴によりNEAへ移動しNEA天体上にクレーター形成

Gaspra,Ida,Mathilde,Erosの観測されたクレーター記録とモデルの結果を⽐比較
すること
→モデルをクレーター形成・消去過程を考慮し再構築

＜⽬目的＞



Crater production~simulations~
²  Gaspraサイズの球天体に対し、衝突体とクレーターサイズの関係を計算(Nolan et al.1996) 

Ø  衝撃波・掘削流流によって強度度が0になる領領域がトランジェントクレーター直径Dtrに等しい 

Ø  strength,fractured regimeでは重⼒力力崩壊がないためDtrは最終クレーター直径と同じ 

Ø  gravity regimeではリム直径はDtrより25%⼤大きい(Melosh 1989) Asteroid cratering records 81

Fig. 1. Crater diameter vs projectile diameter for impacts into a Gaspra-sized
spherical body at 5300 m/s, from hydrocode simulations by Nolan et al. (1996).
The solid line is their least-squares fit to the data points for projectile diame-
ters greater than 5.6 m and follows a slope of 1 for projectiles below 5.6 m,
which form craters in the strength regime. The two dashed lines show the grav-
ity-scaled crater diameter, which is an upper limit for the sizes of the largest
craters.

crater and projectile diameters in meters). Using scaling theory
(Melosh, 1989), Nolan et al. found that for the largest craters
(Dcrat ! 10 km), which form in the gravity regime,

(2)Dcrat = CgD
αg
p

with Cg = 161.4 and αg = 0.78. Fig. 1 shows the Nolan et al.
(1996) hydrocode results, along with the model fit to those data
[Eqs. (1) and (2)].

In analyzing the results of their hydrocode simulations,
Nolan et al. measured the diameter of the region that is to-
tally damaged (i.e., reduced to zero strength) by the shock wave
and/or the excavation flow, which is roughly equivalent to the
transient crater diameter at the level of the original surface (of-
ten abbreviated Dat). For strength and fracture regime craters,
gravitational collapse is negligible, so the transient and final
diameters are the same. The rim-to-rim diameter of the crater
would be approximately 25% larger than Dat (Melosh, 1989).
However, the Nolan et al. simulations do not take into account
viscosity in the excavation flow, which could limit the size of
the crater somewhat. In addition, their simulations assume a
vertical impact. At the most probable impact angle of 45◦, the
crater diameters would be about 10% smaller than those found
in the Nolan et al. simulations (Melosh, 1989). These compet-
ing effects mitigate one another, such that the final rim-to-rim
crater diameters in the strength and fracture regimes on Gaspra
are probably close to the values [Eq. (1)] found by Nolan et al.

For gravity-scaled craters [Eq. (2)], the value of Cg used by
Nolan et al. (1996) is for the diameter of the transient crater
at the original surface level (Dat). As that scaling law is ex-
perimentally based, viscosity in the excavation flow is explic-
itly accounted for. The rim-to-rim transient diameter will be
about 25% larger than Dat, gravitational collapse will enlarge
the crater by approximately 20%, and correcting for nonverti-
cal impacts will decrease the final diameter by approximately
10% (Melosh, 1989). The sum of these effects is that the fi-

nal gravity-scaled rim-to-rim diameter will be about 35% larger
than the crater diameter given by Eq. (2). This correction is
shown as the upper gravity-scaled line in Fig. 1.

Ideally, we would have a suite of hydrocode simulations sim-
ilar to the Nolan et al. (1996) Gaspra simulations for each of
the other observed S-type asteroids (e.g., using the same hy-
drocode and the same material parameters) and a correspond-
ing set of simulations with suitable material parameters for
Mathilde. There are other simulations and/or estimates of crater
production on the different asteroids, but for various reasons
they differ from the Nolan et al. work. For example, Asphaug
et al. (1996) performed simulations of crater production on Ida,
but used somewhat different material parameters (namely the
Weibull flaw distribution constants) than Nolan et al. Likewise,
Greenberg et al. (1996) use a scaling factor to apply the Nolan
et al. results to Ida that may not be fully valid in the strength
and fracture regimes (but should not substantially affect their re-
sults).2 Numerical simulations of crater production on Mathilde
and Eros have been performed (e.g., Asphaug, 2000), but gen-
erally just for specific impacts and not to determine crater size
as a function of impactor size.

Given the current lack of a consistent set of simulations for
all of the observed asteroids, we take the approach of using
crater scaling relationships to apply the Gaspra results of Nolan
et al. to the other observed S-type asteroids, Ida and Eros, and to
derive a reasonable crater production law for Mathilde, a C-type
asteroid, as described in the following section. As there are still
many unknowns in the scaling of crater dimensions on aster-
oids, and it has been noted that the Nolan et al. simulations
may in fact overestimate crater size (Holsapple et al., 2002), we
quantify how changes in the scaling law can affect our model
results in Section 5.5.

2.2. Scaling to other asteroids

Using Pi-group scaling theory from Melosh (1989), based on
Holsapple and Schmidt (1982), we can scale the Gaspra results
of Nolan et al. (1996) to the other two S-type asteroids, Ida and
Eros. The starting point is the following set of dimensionless
parameters:

(3)πD = Dat
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where Dat is the diameter of the transient crater measured at
the level of the original surface, ρp and ρt are the projectile
and target densities, mp is the mass of the projectile, g is the
acceleration of gravity, Y is the target strength, vi is the impact
velocity, and Dp is the projectile diameter. The gravity-scaled

2 This is not apparent in the Greenberg et al. (1996) paper, but is described in
the code used for producing the results for that paper.

strength(Dp<Dtr)

gravity(Dcrat>10km)

fractured(Dp>Dtr)
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Fig. 1. Crater diameter vs projectile diameter for impacts into a Gaspra-sized
spherical body at 5300 m/s, from hydrocode simulations by Nolan et al. (1996).
The solid line is their least-squares fit to the data points for projectile diame-
ters greater than 5.6 m and follows a slope of 1 for projectiles below 5.6 m,
which form craters in the strength regime. The two dashed lines show the grav-
ity-scaled crater diameter, which is an upper limit for the sizes of the largest
craters.

crater and projectile diameters in meters). Using scaling theory
(Melosh, 1989), Nolan et al. found that for the largest craters
(Dcrat ! 10 km), which form in the gravity regime,

(2)Dcrat = CgD
αg
p

with Cg = 161.4 and αg = 0.78. Fig. 1 shows the Nolan et al.
(1996) hydrocode results, along with the model fit to those data
[Eqs. (1) and (2)].

In analyzing the results of their hydrocode simulations,
Nolan et al. measured the diameter of the region that is to-
tally damaged (i.e., reduced to zero strength) by the shock wave
and/or the excavation flow, which is roughly equivalent to the
transient crater diameter at the level of the original surface (of-
ten abbreviated Dat). For strength and fracture regime craters,
gravitational collapse is negligible, so the transient and final
diameters are the same. The rim-to-rim diameter of the crater
would be approximately 25% larger than Dat (Melosh, 1989).
However, the Nolan et al. simulations do not take into account
viscosity in the excavation flow, which could limit the size of
the crater somewhat. In addition, their simulations assume a
vertical impact. At the most probable impact angle of 45◦, the
crater diameters would be about 10% smaller than those found
in the Nolan et al. simulations (Melosh, 1989). These compet-
ing effects mitigate one another, such that the final rim-to-rim
crater diameters in the strength and fracture regimes on Gaspra
are probably close to the values [Eq. (1)] found by Nolan et al.

For gravity-scaled craters [Eq. (2)], the value of Cg used by
Nolan et al. (1996) is for the diameter of the transient crater
at the original surface level (Dat). As that scaling law is ex-
perimentally based, viscosity in the excavation flow is explic-
itly accounted for. The rim-to-rim transient diameter will be
about 25% larger than Dat, gravitational collapse will enlarge
the crater by approximately 20%, and correcting for nonverti-
cal impacts will decrease the final diameter by approximately
10% (Melosh, 1989). The sum of these effects is that the fi-

nal gravity-scaled rim-to-rim diameter will be about 35% larger
than the crater diameter given by Eq. (2). This correction is
shown as the upper gravity-scaled line in Fig. 1.

Ideally, we would have a suite of hydrocode simulations sim-
ilar to the Nolan et al. (1996) Gaspra simulations for each of
the other observed S-type asteroids (e.g., using the same hy-
drocode and the same material parameters) and a correspond-
ing set of simulations with suitable material parameters for
Mathilde. There are other simulations and/or estimates of crater
production on the different asteroids, but for various reasons
they differ from the Nolan et al. work. For example, Asphaug
et al. (1996) performed simulations of crater production on Ida,
but used somewhat different material parameters (namely the
Weibull flaw distribution constants) than Nolan et al. Likewise,
Greenberg et al. (1996) use a scaling factor to apply the Nolan
et al. results to Ida that may not be fully valid in the strength
and fracture regimes (but should not substantially affect their re-
sults).2 Numerical simulations of crater production on Mathilde
and Eros have been performed (e.g., Asphaug, 2000), but gen-
erally just for specific impacts and not to determine crater size
as a function of impactor size.

Given the current lack of a consistent set of simulations for
all of the observed asteroids, we take the approach of using
crater scaling relationships to apply the Gaspra results of Nolan
et al. to the other observed S-type asteroids, Ida and Eros, and to
derive a reasonable crater production law for Mathilde, a C-type
asteroid, as described in the following section. As there are still
many unknowns in the scaling of crater dimensions on aster-
oids, and it has been noted that the Nolan et al. simulations
may in fact overestimate crater size (Holsapple et al., 2002), we
quantify how changes in the scaling law can affect our model
results in Section 5.5.

2.2. Scaling to other asteroids

Using Pi-group scaling theory from Melosh (1989), based on
Holsapple and Schmidt (1982), we can scale the Gaspra results
of Nolan et al. (1996) to the other two S-type asteroids, Ida and
Eros. The starting point is the following set of dimensionless
parameters:
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where Dat is the diameter of the transient crater measured at
the level of the original surface, ρp and ρt are the projectile
and target densities, mp is the mass of the projectile, g is the
acceleration of gravity, Y is the target strength, vi is the impact
velocity, and Dp is the projectile diameter. The gravity-scaled

2 This is not apparent in the Greenberg et al. (1996) paper, but is described in
the code used for producing the results for that paper.

Dcrat = 35Dp

Dcrat = 26.61Dp
1.159

Dcrat=161.4Dp
0.78

²  Asphaug et al.1996 
Ø  Idaで同様のシミュレーション 

Ø  Weibull flaw distributionを⼀一定 

²  Greenberg et al.1996 

Ø  Idaでの計算結果をNolan et alに適応 

Ø  strength,fractured regimeで正しくない 

 　    かもしれない 

²  Asphaug et al.2000 

Ø  Mathilde,Erosで数値計算 

Ø  クレーターと弾丸サイズの関係を推定していない 

Gaspraへの計算結果(Nolan et al.1996)の結果を、他のS-type⼩小惑星
(Ida,Eros)・クレーター分布がわかっているC-type⼩小惑星(Mathilde)に適応する 
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Table 2
Pi-group scaling constants

Material CD β

Competent rock 1.6 0.22
Loose sand 1.54 0.165

Notes. Pi-group scaling constants from Melosh (1989). The values for loose
sand are an average of the values for Ottawa sand and quartz sand.

crater diameter can be found from

(6)πD = CDπ
−β
2 ,

where β and CD are constants (see Table 2). The strength-
scaled crater diameter can be found from

(7)πD = C′
Dπ−σ

3 ,

where C′
D is a constant and

(8)σ = β

1 − β
.

Melosh (1989) contains a misprinted version of Eq. (8) that is
the negative of the correct value given here (Melosh, personal
communication). The fracture regime is not predicted explicitly
by scaling theory, which considers only the effects of mater-
ial strength and gravity, not the effect of pre-fracturing due to
the passage of the shock wave through the target (Nolan et al.,
1996).

The measured densities for Ida and Eros (Table 1) are very
close, and that of Gaspra is likely similar as well since they
are all S-types. The mean impact velocities, however, can vary
substantially. In the strength regime, Eqs. (3), (5), (7), and (8)
imply that Dat varies with impact velocity as

(9)Dat ∝ v
(2β/(1−β))
i .

Nolan et al. (1996) find that the transition projectile diam-
eter Dtr between strength-scaled and fracture-scaled craters is
independent of the size of the target (for targets between a few
km and a few hundred km in diameter) and such a projectile
always yields the same sized crater, regardless of target size,
for fixed impact velocity and target/projectile densities. Deter-
mining exactly how the transition projectile diameter Dtr scales
with impact velocity is difficult, as the size of the fractured re-
gion depends on details of shock pressure decay in the target
(Melosh, 1989). We assume here that Dat at which the strength-
to-fracture-scaling transition occurs is the same regardless of
impact velocity. While this may not be exactly correct, it is
a qualitatively reasonable approximation—if the impact veloc-
ity is lowered, a correspondingly larger projectile is required to
create a crater in the fracture regime. More detailed hydrocode
modeling is necessary to improve upon this approximation.

Assuming that Dat at the transition is independent of impact
velocity, we can scale the transition projectile diameter Dtr us-
ing Eqs. (3), (5), (7), and (8):

(10)Dtr ∝ v
(−2β/(1−β))
i .

To preserve continuity at Dtr, the fracture regime crater diame-
ter scales as

(11)Dat ∝ v
(2β/(1−β))(1+αf −αs )

i ,

Fig. 2. Crater diameter vs projectile diameter curves for impacts on Gaspra,
Ida, Mathilde, and Eros. Ida and Eros curves are scaled from the Gaspra sim-
ulations shown in Fig. 1, as described in the text. The Gaspra and Eros curves
nearly overlap, given their similar sizes and impact velocities. For Mathilde, the
gravity scaling relationship for loose sand is assumed for all impacts.

where αs and αf are the exponents of the strength- and fracture-
scaling relationships from Eq. (1).

Equations (9)–(11), along with the impact velocities in Ta-
ble 1 and Pi-scaling coefficients in Table 2, can be used to scale
the Gaspra crater relationships for the strength and fracture
regimes [Eq. (1)] to Ida and Eros. Equations (3), (4), and (6)
can be used to calculate the gravity-scaled transient crater di-
ameter for a given asteroid and impact conditions. Note that, as
discussed in the previous section, the final rim-to-rim gravity-
scaled crater diameter will be about 35% larger than the tran-
sient crater diameter.

Mathilde, a C-type asteroid, is substantially different from
the other asteroids (all S-types) observed by spacecraft, with
about half the density (Table 1), implying a substantial inter-
nal porosity. In addition, numerous large craters (comparable in
size to Mathilde’s radius) are well preserved on Mathilde’s sur-
face, and their formation seems to have resulted in little damage
beyond the crater rims (Chapman et al., 1999). In contrast, large
craters on the S-type asteroids seem to have been significantly
modified. This difference is taken as an additional indication
of a relatively porous internal structure for Mathilde—since
porous materials are generally less efficient at transmitting
shock waves, the damage from the impact would be confined
to a smaller region, rather than causing global destruction of
topography. Because of these differences between Mathilde and
the S-types, scaling from the Gaspra simulations to Mathilde
is unjustified. Instead, we follow Davis (1999) and use the Pi-
group gravity scaling relationship for loose sand [Eqs. (3), (4),
and (6), and the values in Tables 1 and 2]. Again, the final rim-
to-rim gravity-scaled crater diameter will be about 35% larger
than this. Confirmation of this assumption, or a better estimate,
would require hydrocode simulations that are beyond the scope
of this work.

Fig. 2 compares the relationships between crater diameter
and projectile diameter for Gaspra, Ida, Mathilde, and Eros,
calculated from the scaling relationships outlined above. The

Crater production~scaling~
²  Holsapple and Schmidt(1982)に基づいたπｰscalingをIda,Erosに適応 

πD = Dat
ρt
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Dat:トランジェントクレーター直径 
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規格化重⼒力力 規格化強度度

²  C-type⼩小惑星Mathilde 

Ø  密度度がS-typeの半分程度度→内部空隙の存在 

Ø  Mathildeの半径程度度を直径とする巨⼤大クレーターの存在 

Ø  衝撃波が減衰し破壊された領領域が⼩小さい 

     

Mathilde

²  シミュレーション結果(右図) 
Ø  GaspraとErosはほぼ同じ関係 

Ø  Idaはクレーターが少し⼩小さい 

Ø  Mathildeのみ傾向が異異なる 

(Chapman et al.1999) 
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relationships for Gaspra and Eros are nearly identical, given
their similar size and average impact velocity. The relation-
ship for Ida is shifted relatively downward (in crater size) due
to Ida’s larger size and the smaller average impact velocity at
its orbit. Mathilde’s curve is substantially different from the
curves for the other asteroids, as it is based on the scaling law
for loose sand rather than the hydrocode-derived result for rock
from Nolan et al. (1996).

2.3. Impacting population

We assume a common impacting population for all aster-
oids, which is the best-fit main-belt population from O’Brien
and Greenberg (2005). This population is shown in Fig. 3 along
with that inferred by Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996). For com-
parison, the O’Brien and Greenberg population has a differ-
ential slope of −3.85 below ∼200 m, while the Greenberg
et al. population has a differential slope of −4 below 100 m.
Main-belt asteroids will naturally be impacted primarily by
other (mainly much smaller) main-belt asteroids. Even in the
case of Eros, an NEA, its cratering record primarily reflects
the main-belt impacting population, due primarily to the much
smaller number of NEAs vs main-belt asteroids and the rela-
tively short dynamical lifetimes of bodies in the NEA popula-
tion compared with their time spent in the main belt. Once an
asteroid decouples enough from the main belt that the NEAs
become the primary impacting population, the number of po-
tential impactors is ∼1000 times smaller than for an aster-
oid still coupled to the main belt (Rabinowitz et al., 2000;
Jedicke and Metcalfe, 1998). Likewise, for an NEA still cou-
pled to the main belt, less than 1% of potential impactors will
be NEAs. The intrinsic collision probability and mean collision
velocity is a few times larger for NEA–MB and NEA–NEA col-
lisions than for MB–MB collisions, but this difference is far

Fig. 3. Plot of the best-fit main-belt size distribution from O’Brien and Green-
berg (2005), which we use as the impacting population in our cratering sim-
ulations. The size distribution has been smoothed somewhat in order to re-
move fluctuations due to the discrete binning in the O’Brien and Greenberg
simulations. Also shown is the impacting population from Greenberg et al.
(1994, 1996). The O’Brien and Greenberg population has a differential slope
of −3.85 below ∼200 m, and the Greenberg et al. population has a differential
slope of −4 below 100 m.

too small to offset the difference in the number of potential
impactors (Bottke and Greenberg, 1993; Bottke et al., 1994a,
1994b).

Bottke et al. (2000, 2002) calculated the mean lifetimes of
NEAs coming from the different source regions in the main
belt. The longest-lived NEAs come through the intermediate-
Mars-crossing (IMC) region in the inner-main-belt, which is
densely populated with high-order mean-motion resonances.
NEAs coming through the IMC region have a mean dynamical
lifetime of only 6.5 Myr before they collide with a terrestrial
planet or the Sun, or are ejected from the Solar System by an
encounter with a giant planet. The integration of a number of
near-Eros-orbit clones (Michel et al., 1998) indicates that Eros
may have an exceptionally stable orbit, with a dynamical life-
time of ∼50 Myr. Even in such a long-lived case, the 50 Myr
of exposure to NEA impacts is equivalent to less than 1 Myr of
exposure in the main belt. Hence, the vast majority of craters
on any given NEA were formed by collisions with main-belt
asteroids.

3. Crater erasure mechanisms

Craters can be erased by a number of different methods, as
discussed by Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996). Global seismic jolt-
ing by a large impact can erase all craters below a given size
over the entire surface of an asteroid. Similarly, when a large
crater is formed, local seismic jolt effects can erase all craters
within a few crater radii of it. Finally, the steady superposi-
tion of craters over time covers up and erodes older craters.
In addition to these effects, the cumulative effects of seismic
shaking by repeated impacts is very effective at gradually eras-
ing craters below a few hundred meters in diameter (Richardson
et al., 2004).

3.1. Global jolt

When a large impact occurs, the resulting shock wave causes
a sudden global shaking of the asteroid that leads to the era-
sure of all craters smaller than a given diameter across its sur-
face. This effect was termed global jolt by Greenberg et al.
(1994, 1996). Greenberg et al. (1996) give the size of a crater
erased by craters of a given diameter due to global jolting on Ida
and Gaspra [the Gaspra relationship is a slightly revised version
of the one in Greenberg et al. (1994)]. Eros is only about 40%
larger than Gaspra, and therefore should have a roughly similar
jolt relationship. We estimate the jolt relationship for Eros from
the Gaspra and Ida jolt relationships by using the proportional-
ity

(12)Da/g ∝
!

D5
t

v2
i

"1/3

,

where Dt is the target diameter, vi is the impact velocity, and
Da/g is the diameter of a projectile that gives a normalized ac-
celeration a/g over the entire surface of an asteroid with surface
gravity g (Richardson et al., 2004, supporting online material).
Furthermore, we assume that craters of the same size on differ-
ent asteroids will be erased by the same a/g, and we assume

Crater production~Impacting population~
²  全ての⼩小惑星について共通の衝突体のサイズ分布を仮定 

Ø  Oʻ‘Brien and Greenberg 2005を⽤用いる 

²  NEA,MBAの衝突現象 

例例)Eros(NEA) 

Ø  クレーター分布がMBAsの衝突分布を反映 

Ø  NEAへは⼩小惑星帯から離離れた天体が衝突し、⼩小惑星帯の天体に 

     ⽐比べ~1000倍も衝突する可能性が⼩小さい(Rabinowitz et al.2000, Jedicke and Metcalfe,1998) 

²  ⼩小惑星帯からやってきたNEAsの平均寿命を計算(Bottke et al.2000,2002) 

Ø  地球型惑星や太陽に衝突・太陽系から放出されるまで6.5Myr 

Ø  Eros軌道周りの天体の数から、Erosは安定軌道であることがわかり50Myr 

Ø  NEAに50Myr存在することは⼩小惑星帯に1Myr存在することとと同等 

Ø  NEAに多数のクレーターが存在することはMBAによる衝突で形成 Eros
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Fig. 4. The diameter of a crater needed to erase craters of a given diameter by
global jolting on the different asteroids. Global seismic jolting is assumed to be
ineffective on Mathilde, given its likely porous internal structure.

simplified crater scaling relationships that are linear fits to the
Gaspra, Ida, and Eros curves in Fig. 2. Other variables, such as
the seismic frequency of the disturbance causing the jolt, are
assumed to be the same for the different asteroids, as a more
detailed analysis would require hydrocode and seismic model-
ing beyond the scope of this work. Fig. 4 shows the size of a
crater needed to erase craters of a given diameter by global jolt-
ing on Gaspra and Ida (from Greenberg et al., 1996) and our
estimate of the Eros jolt relationship using the Gaspra and Ida
jolt relationships, the values in Table 1, and the assumptions
above. Given the fact that even its largest craters do not sig-
nificantly destroy topography beyond their rims, we follow the
interpretation by the NEAR team (e.g., Veverka et al., 1999;
Chapman et al., 1999) and assume that global jolt is ineffective
on Mathilde.

3.2. Local jolt

When a large crater is formed, the passage of the shock wave
away from the crater can cause a sudden regional seismic jolting
that erases all craters within a few crater radii. This effect was
termed local jolt by Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996). As opposed
to the global jolting described in the previous section, where the
erasure of craters is global but limited to craters below a given
size, the local jolt effect occurs in a small region around the
crater, but its effect is to destroy all craters within that region
regardless of size.

Based on the hydrocode modeling of Nolan et al. (1996) and
models of the evolution of cratering records on Gaspra and Ida,
Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996) find that local jolt probably starts
to be effective for craters larger than about 5 km in diameter,
such that craters 30 km in diameter could have an effective di-
ameter, due to local jolt, of 2.5 times their actual diameter, as
shown in Fig. 5 [Fig. 6 from Greenberg et al. (1996) gives a
factor of 2, but the value they actually used was 2.5]. A simi-
lar trend is likely to hold for Eros. For Mathilde, since even its
largest craters do not significantly destroy topography beyond
their rims, we assume that local jolt is ineffective, consistent

Fig. 5. Plot showing the effect of local jolting, following a relationship similar to
that of Greenberg et al. (1996). Craters less than 5 km in diameter erase craters
only within their boundaries, while craters 30 km in diameter erase craters out
to 2.5 crater radii.

with the interpretation by the NEAR team (e.g., Veverka et al.,
1999; Chapman et al., 1999).

3.3. Cumulative effects of seismic shaking

While the initial passage of the shock wave following a large
impact can cause the sudden erasure of craters by global and lo-
cal jolting of the surface as described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2,
Richardson et al. (2004) have shown that the cumulative effects
of seismic shaking, the reverberation of seismic energy through-
out an asteroid that can result from relatively small impacts, can
cause significant downslope regolith motion and can be very ef-
fective at erasing small (!100 m in diameter) craters.

Richardson et al. (2004) have modeled seismic shaking on
Eros, which is the only asteroid thus far imaged at high enough
resolution to show a significant depletion of small craters. They
find that the seismic diffusion constant Ki from the impact of a
projectile of diameter Dp on Eros is

Ki = 2.06 × 10−4D8.11
p m3 m−2 (Dp < 4.15 m),

(13)Ki = 3.98D1.17
p m3 m−2 (Dp " 4.15 m).

If K is the sum of all Ki for all impacts over a given period of
time, then craters of diameter D will be erased when

(14)K " 3D2

8h

(Richardson et al., 2004), where h is the thickness of the mobile
regolith layer. In their simulations, Richardson et al. (2004) find
that the best-fit value of h ≈ 0.1 m.

3.4. Superposition of craters

As more and more craters accumulate on a given surface,
a steady state is eventually reached between crater production
and erasure due to craters forming on top of one another, such
that the size distribution of craters no longer changes (Melosh,
1989). Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996) divided such superposition
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1.    Grobal seismic jolting 

巨⼤大衝突が⽣生じたとき、衝撃波が伝播し全球を振動させある

サイズより⼩小さなクレーターを全て消す過程 

Ø  Gaspra,Ida(Greenberg1994,1996) 

Ø  ErosはGaspraよりサイズが40%⼤大きいこと以外は
同じとして計算 

Ø  Mathildeでは⽣生じない現象 

2.    Local seismic jolting 

⼤大きな衝突が⽣生じたとき、衝撃波が伝播し局所的にjoltが 

⽣生じてある範囲内に存在するクレーターがサイズに関係 

なく消える過程 

Ø  Gaspra,Ida,Eros同様の傾向 

Ø  Mathildeでは⽣生じない現象 



Crater erasure mechanisms
²  クレーターを消す過程  (Greenberg,1994,1996, Richardson et al.2004) 

4.    Superposition of  craters 
クレーターが平衡状態となり、形成と消失の割合が⼀一定となりサイズ分布が⼀一定(Melosh 1989) 

 

²  Greenberg 1994,1996によって平衡状態を２つに分類 

1)  Sandblasting：⼤大きいクレーターを⼩小さいクレーターで消失 

2)  Cookie-cutter：⼩小さなクレーターを⼤大きなクレーターで消失 

3.    Cumulative effects of  seismic shaking (Richardson et al.2004) 

⽐比較的⼩小さな衝突によるjoltが複数回⽣生じることでレゴリス層が崩れクレーターを消す 

Ø  Erosでのseismic shakingをモデル化した 



Combining production and erasure
²  全ての⼩小惑星の地表⾯面が、クレーターの平衡状態に達するほど⼗十分に古いわけではない 

Ø  巨⼤大衝突によるjoltが⽣生じ⼩小さなクレーターが消されるため 

²  クレーター形成と消失過程の関係 

クレーター消失

Grobal jolt

Cumulative 
seismic 
shaking

superposition 
local jolt

※Erosのみ適応

※巨⼤大クレーター 
   のみ適応

クレーター形成

f (Dp ) = Pirt
2Np(Dp )

Dp:弾丸サイズ   Pi:衝突確率率率 
Np:天体数      
rt:標的天体の平均半径

f (Dp )texp

衝突頻度度f(Dp)

衝突数

Ncrat (Dcrat )
Dcratのクレー
ターを形成 
した衝突数

時間texp

※
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Table 2
Pi-group scaling constants

Material CD β

Competent rock 1.6 0.22
Loose sand 1.54 0.165

Notes. Pi-group scaling constants from Melosh (1989). The values for loose
sand are an average of the values for Ottawa sand and quartz sand.

crater diameter can be found from

(6)πD = CDπ
−β
2 ,

where β and CD are constants (see Table 2). The strength-
scaled crater diameter can be found from

(7)πD = C′
Dπ−σ

3 ,

where C′
D is a constant and

(8)σ = β

1 − β
.

Melosh (1989) contains a misprinted version of Eq. (8) that is
the negative of the correct value given here (Melosh, personal
communication). The fracture regime is not predicted explicitly
by scaling theory, which considers only the effects of mater-
ial strength and gravity, not the effect of pre-fracturing due to
the passage of the shock wave through the target (Nolan et al.,
1996).

The measured densities for Ida and Eros (Table 1) are very
close, and that of Gaspra is likely similar as well since they
are all S-types. The mean impact velocities, however, can vary
substantially. In the strength regime, Eqs. (3), (5), (7), and (8)
imply that Dat varies with impact velocity as

(9)Dat ∝ v
(2β/(1−β))
i .

Nolan et al. (1996) find that the transition projectile diam-
eter Dtr between strength-scaled and fracture-scaled craters is
independent of the size of the target (for targets between a few
km and a few hundred km in diameter) and such a projectile
always yields the same sized crater, regardless of target size,
for fixed impact velocity and target/projectile densities. Deter-
mining exactly how the transition projectile diameter Dtr scales
with impact velocity is difficult, as the size of the fractured re-
gion depends on details of shock pressure decay in the target
(Melosh, 1989). We assume here that Dat at which the strength-
to-fracture-scaling transition occurs is the same regardless of
impact velocity. While this may not be exactly correct, it is
a qualitatively reasonable approximation—if the impact veloc-
ity is lowered, a correspondingly larger projectile is required to
create a crater in the fracture regime. More detailed hydrocode
modeling is necessary to improve upon this approximation.

Assuming that Dat at the transition is independent of impact
velocity, we can scale the transition projectile diameter Dtr us-
ing Eqs. (3), (5), (7), and (8):

(10)Dtr ∝ v
(−2β/(1−β))
i .

To preserve continuity at Dtr, the fracture regime crater diame-
ter scales as

(11)Dat ∝ v
(2β/(1−β))(1+αf −αs )

i ,

Fig. 2. Crater diameter vs projectile diameter curves for impacts on Gaspra,
Ida, Mathilde, and Eros. Ida and Eros curves are scaled from the Gaspra sim-
ulations shown in Fig. 1, as described in the text. The Gaspra and Eros curves
nearly overlap, given their similar sizes and impact velocities. For Mathilde, the
gravity scaling relationship for loose sand is assumed for all impacts.

where αs and αf are the exponents of the strength- and fracture-
scaling relationships from Eq. (1).

Equations (9)–(11), along with the impact velocities in Ta-
ble 1 and Pi-scaling coefficients in Table 2, can be used to scale
the Gaspra crater relationships for the strength and fracture
regimes [Eq. (1)] to Ida and Eros. Equations (3), (4), and (6)
can be used to calculate the gravity-scaled transient crater di-
ameter for a given asteroid and impact conditions. Note that, as
discussed in the previous section, the final rim-to-rim gravity-
scaled crater diameter will be about 35% larger than the tran-
sient crater diameter.

Mathilde, a C-type asteroid, is substantially different from
the other asteroids (all S-types) observed by spacecraft, with
about half the density (Table 1), implying a substantial inter-
nal porosity. In addition, numerous large craters (comparable in
size to Mathilde’s radius) are well preserved on Mathilde’s sur-
face, and their formation seems to have resulted in little damage
beyond the crater rims (Chapman et al., 1999). In contrast, large
craters on the S-type asteroids seem to have been significantly
modified. This difference is taken as an additional indication
of a relatively porous internal structure for Mathilde—since
porous materials are generally less efficient at transmitting
shock waves, the damage from the impact would be confined
to a smaller region, rather than causing global destruction of
topography. Because of these differences between Mathilde and
the S-types, scaling from the Gaspra simulations to Mathilde
is unjustified. Instead, we follow Davis (1999) and use the Pi-
group gravity scaling relationship for loose sand [Eqs. (3), (4),
and (6), and the values in Tables 1 and 2]. Again, the final rim-
to-rim gravity-scaled crater diameter will be about 35% larger
than this. Confirmation of this assumption, or a better estimate,
would require hydrocode simulations that are beyond the scope
of this work.

Fig. 2 compares the relationships between crater diameter
and projectile diameter for Gaspra, Ida, Mathilde, and Eros,
calculated from the scaling relationships outlined above. The

※衝突体(Dp)で形成されるク
レーター(Dcrat)の関係を適応

クレーター形成とクレーター消失過程を考慮して、クレーターのサイズ分布を
数値計算 



Result~Gaspra~
²  exposure  time=65Myrでの⼤大きなクレーター 　

1Gyrでの⼩小さなクレーターで観測結果と合わない

65Myrより後でクレーター消失過程が重要
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then cumulative seismic shaking is more effective than global
jolt and Ncrat(Dcrat) is decreased by tss/texp instead of tjolt/texp.

Finally, erasure by superposition (cookie-cutter and sand-
blasting) is applied. For each crater bin centered at Dcrat, our
code calculates the total effective area Atot of craters between
1/10 of Dcrat and the largest crater that has accumulated per
unit area since global jolt or cumulative seismic shaking last
erased craters of diameter Dcrat (i.e., over the lesser of tjolt and
tss, or over texp if neither global jolt nor cumulative seismic
shaking are applied). As described in Section 3.4, when cal-
culating Atot, the areas of craters smaller than Dcrat are reduced
by a factor of 3 to account for the fact that small craters are not
perfectly efficient at erasing larger craters, and the diameters of
large craters are increased by local jolt effects (cf. Fig. 5) if lo-
cal jolt is being applied. Equation (17) is then used to calculate
the number of craters that still remain visible.

5. Results

We now apply the procedure outlined in Section 4 to the four
asteroids that have been observed by spacecraft. The impact-
ing population we use is the best-fit main-belt population from
O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3. Using this im-
pacting population and the procedure outlined in Section 4, we
calculate the crater populations on the different asteroids. In
all simulations, unless otherwise noted, we apply global jolt
erasure, local jolt erasure, and erasure by superposition (cookie-
cutter and sandblasting). Cumulative seismic shaking erasure of
small craters is only applied to Eros, as it is the only asteroid
for which the necessary parameterization [Eq. (13)] has been
derived (Richardson et al., 2004). In addition, the other aster-
oids have not been imaged at small enough scales that the effect
of cumulative seismic shaking was detected in their cratering
records (although it is probably acting on craters smaller than
the resolution limit). Sections 5.1–5.4 describe our results for
each of the four observed asteroids, and Section 5.5 describes
the sensitivity of our model to the main input parameters.

5.1. Gaspra

Fig. 6 shows the crater population in our model at several
points in time. Crater counts are from Table I in Chapman et al.
(1996a), augmented by the large concavities and craters identi-
fied by Greenberg et al. (1994). We have added ±1σ error bars
based on

√
N counting statistics (e.g., Woronow et al., 1978).

At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller craters quite
well but produces too few large craters. After only 65 Myr, era-
sure effects have yet to be important and the crater population
is a direct reflection of the impacting population. At 1 Gyr, our
simulation more closely matches the large craters but produces
too many small craters. In addition, due to the competing ef-
fects of crater production and erasure, the slope of the model
population is shallower than the observed small crater popula-
tion.

Greenberg et al. (1994) obtained similar theoretical results,
which they explained with the following scenario. First, Gaspra
was exposed long enough to accumulate its population of large

Fig. 6. Plot showing results of our simulations for Gaspra using the best-fit
main-belt population from O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3,
as the impacting population. At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller
craters quite well but produces too few large craters. At 1 Gyr, our simulation
more closely matches the large craters but produces too many small craters. In
addition, the slope of the model population is shallower than the small crater
population.

Fig. 7. Results of a simulation in which Gaspra is exposed to the impacting
population for ∼1 Gyr and is then impacted by a projectile that is large enough
to erase all craters below 3 km in diameter. 65 Myr of exposure following the
resetting impact allows the small crater population to fill back in and match
the current population of small craters. This type of scenario was described in
detail by Greenberg et al. (1994).

(!3 km) craters. It then experienced a relatively recent impact
by a projectile large enough that it erased all craters smaller than
∼3 km by global jolting. Finally, subsequent cratering filled in
the small crater population observed today. Fig. 7 shows the re-
sult from our model for such a scenario, with 1 Gyr of exposure
and a resetting event 65 Myr ago that erased all craters smaller
than 3 km, followed by continued accumulation of craters from
65 Myr ago to the present. These timescales are roughly similar
to the Greenberg et al. (1994) estimate of 500 Myr of expo-
sure with a resetting event 50 Myr ago, but are somewhat longer
because our impacting population lies below the impacting pop-
ulation assumed by Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996) (see Fig. 3).
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too many small craters. In addition, due to the competing ef-
fects of crater production and erasure, the slope of the model
population is shallower than the observed small crater popula-
tion.
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which they explained with the following scenario. First, Gaspra
was exposed long enough to accumulate its population of large
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Fig. 7. Results of a simulation in which Gaspra is exposed to the impacting
population for ∼1 Gyr and is then impacted by a projectile that is large enough
to erase all craters below 3 km in diameter. 65 Myr of exposure following the
resetting impact allows the small crater population to fill back in and match
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the small crater population observed today. Fig. 7 shows the re-
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than 3 km, followed by continued accumulation of craters from
65 Myr ago to the present. These timescales are roughly similar
to the Greenberg et al. (1994) estimate of 500 Myr of expo-
sure with a resetting event 50 Myr ago, but are somewhat longer
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records (although it is probably acting on craters smaller than
the resolution limit). Sections 5.1–5.4 describe our results for
each of the four observed asteroids, and Section 5.5 describes
the sensitivity of our model to the main input parameters.

5.1. Gaspra

Fig. 6 shows the crater population in our model at several
points in time. Crater counts are from Table I in Chapman et al.
(1996a), augmented by the large concavities and craters identi-
fied by Greenberg et al. (1994). We have added ±1σ error bars
based on

√
N counting statistics (e.g., Woronow et al., 1978).

At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller craters quite
well but produces too few large craters. After only 65 Myr, era-
sure effects have yet to be important and the crater population
is a direct reflection of the impacting population. At 1 Gyr, our
simulation more closely matches the large craters but produces
too many small craters. In addition, due to the competing ef-
fects of crater production and erasure, the slope of the model
population is shallower than the observed small crater popula-
tion.

Greenberg et al. (1994) obtained similar theoretical results,
which they explained with the following scenario. First, Gaspra
was exposed long enough to accumulate its population of large

Fig. 6. Plot showing results of our simulations for Gaspra using the best-fit
main-belt population from O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3,
as the impacting population. At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller
craters quite well but produces too few large craters. At 1 Gyr, our simulation
more closely matches the large craters but produces too many small craters. In
addition, the slope of the model population is shallower than the small crater
population.

Fig. 7. Results of a simulation in which Gaspra is exposed to the impacting
population for ∼1 Gyr and is then impacted by a projectile that is large enough
to erase all craters below 3 km in diameter. 65 Myr of exposure following the
resetting impact allows the small crater population to fill back in and match
the current population of small craters. This type of scenario was described in
detail by Greenberg et al. (1994).

(!3 km) craters. It then experienced a relatively recent impact
by a projectile large enough that it erased all craters smaller than
∼3 km by global jolting. Finally, subsequent cratering filled in
the small crater population observed today. Fig. 7 shows the re-
sult from our model for such a scenario, with 1 Gyr of exposure
and a resetting event 65 Myr ago that erased all craters smaller
than 3 km, followed by continued accumulation of craters from
65 Myr ago to the present. These timescales are roughly similar
to the Greenberg et al. (1994) estimate of 500 Myr of expo-
sure with a resetting event 50 Myr ago, but are somewhat longer
because our impacting population lies below the impacting pop-
ulation assumed by Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996) (see Fig. 3).
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perfectly efficient at erasing larger craters, and the diameters of
large craters are increased by local jolt effects (cf. Fig. 5) if lo-
cal jolt is being applied. Equation (17) is then used to calculate
the number of craters that still remain visible.

5. Results

We now apply the procedure outlined in Section 4 to the four
asteroids that have been observed by spacecraft. The impact-
ing population we use is the best-fit main-belt population from
O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3. Using this im-
pacting population and the procedure outlined in Section 4, we
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oids have not been imaged at small enough scales that the effect
of cumulative seismic shaking was detected in their cratering
records (although it is probably acting on craters smaller than
the resolution limit). Sections 5.1–5.4 describe our results for
each of the four observed asteroids, and Section 5.5 describes
the sensitivity of our model to the main input parameters.
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Fig. 6 shows the crater population in our model at several
points in time. Crater counts are from Table I in Chapman et al.
(1996a), augmented by the large concavities and craters identi-
fied by Greenberg et al. (1994). We have added ±1σ error bars
based on
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At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller craters quite
well but produces too few large craters. After only 65 Myr, era-
sure effects have yet to be important and the crater population
is a direct reflection of the impacting population. At 1 Gyr, our
simulation more closely matches the large craters but produces
too many small craters. In addition, due to the competing ef-
fects of crater production and erasure, the slope of the model
population is shallower than the observed small crater popula-
tion.

Greenberg et al. (1994) obtained similar theoretical results,
which they explained with the following scenario. First, Gaspra
was exposed long enough to accumulate its population of large

Fig. 6. Plot showing results of our simulations for Gaspra using the best-fit
main-belt population from O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3,
as the impacting population. At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller
craters quite well but produces too few large craters. At 1 Gyr, our simulation
more closely matches the large craters but produces too many small craters. In
addition, the slope of the model population is shallower than the small crater
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Fig. 7. Results of a simulation in which Gaspra is exposed to the impacting
population for ∼1 Gyr and is then impacted by a projectile that is large enough
to erase all craters below 3 km in diameter. 65 Myr of exposure following the
resetting impact allows the small crater population to fill back in and match
the current population of small craters. This type of scenario was described in
detail by Greenberg et al. (1994).

(!3 km) craters. It then experienced a relatively recent impact
by a projectile large enough that it erased all craters smaller than
∼3 km by global jolting. Finally, subsequent cratering filled in
the small crater population observed today. Fig. 7 shows the re-
sult from our model for such a scenario, with 1 Gyr of exposure
and a resetting event 65 Myr ago that erased all craters smaller
than 3 km, followed by continued accumulation of craters from
65 Myr ago to the present. These timescales are roughly similar
to the Greenberg et al. (1994) estimate of 500 Myr of expo-
sure with a resetting event 50 Myr ago, but are somewhat longer
because our impacting population lies below the impacting pop-
ulation assumed by Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996) (see Fig. 3).

²  Gaspraが経験したシナリオ
1.  巨⼤大クレーター(≧3km)の数を増やすくらい

⼗十分⻑⾧長い時間exposeされた
 　 　→Grobal  joltで3kmより⼩小さいクレーターは消去
 　 　  →Grobal  joltは弾丸が200mの衝突

2.  観測された数だけ⼩小さなクレーターが1)の後
に形成

Gaspraは1億年年exposeされていて、65Myrに約
200mの天体の衝突が⽣生じ3kmより⼩小さなクレー
ターがGrobal joltによって消失した 
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Our model thus confirms the plausibility of the scenario pro-
posed by Greenberg et al.

From Figs. 2 and 4, the projectile necessary to cause such
a resetting event is ∼200 m in diameter, and given the num-
ber of such objects in the impacting population (Fig. 3) and the
size and intrinsic collision probability of Gaspra from Table 1,
the average timescale for such impacts is ∼1 Gyr. Thus, it ap-
pears that Gaspra experienced a once-in-a-billion-years event
about 65 million years ago. Using Poisson statistics, such an
event has about a 6% chance of occurring on a given asteroid.
A more relevant statistic is that the chance of an event with that
probability occurring on exactly one out of the four asteroids
that have been imaged by spacecraft is about 20%. Hence, it is
not surprising that Gaspra could have experienced a relatively
unlikely event, while (as explained in the following sections)
the other three asteroids did not.

5.2. Ida

Fig. 8 shows the results of our simulation for Ida for ex-
posure times from 100 Myr to 4 Gyr. Crater data are the total
counts from Fig. 5b in Belton et al. (1994) and the counts of
large craters from Table II in Chapman et al. (1996b). ±1σ

error bars were added based on
√

N counting statistics and in-
formation about the sampling areas for different size ranges of
craters given in Belton et al. (1994). At 100 Myr of exposure,
the model crater population is below the observed population.
After 250 Myr of exposure, the crater population is essentially
saturated below 10 km at a level that matches the current pop-
ulation. Ida’s surface is at least that old, but the variations in
the population of craters larger than 10 km are not substantial
enough to constrain Ida’s surface age any further.

The age of greater than 250 Myr differs from the Greenberg
et al. (1996) result that the observed cratering record of Ida
could be matched after 50 Myr of exposure, because more re-
cently understood constraints require the smaller relative num-
ber of impactors in our impacting population (cf. Fig. 3). In
addition, Greenberg et al. find that between 50 Myr and 1 Gyr,
their model population overshoots the observed population at
large sizes (Dcrat ! 1 km) and does not match the observed
crater population again until "1 Gyr of exposure. Then, in
their model, after 1 Gyr of exposure, enough large craters have
formed that cookie-cutter and global and local jolt effects can
bring the population of large craters into equilibrium. That re-
sult followed from their assumed impacting population, which
transitions to a shallower slope for D > 100 m, such that craters
larger than a few km in diameter are overabundant relative to
the observed population between 50 Myr and 1 Gyr. We do not
find a similar behavior with our impacting population—at all
times "250 Myr, our model population is a good match to the
observed population. This is because our impacting population
does not transition to a shallower slope until D ! 200 m, such
that the our model population only overshoots the observed
population for craters >10 km in diameter, where there are too
few craters for good statistics.

As noted by Greenberg et al. (1996), additional constraints
can be placed on the age of Ida. Ida’s satellite, Dactyl, which

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Results of our simulation for Ida after (a) 100 Myr, 250 Myr, and 1 Gyr,
and (b) 2 Gyr, 3 Gyr, and 4 Gyr. At 100 Myr, the model crater population
is below the observed population. For 250 Myr or more of exposure, the crater
population is essentially saturated at a level that matches the current population.
Additional constraints on Ida’s age are discussed in the text.

is ∼1.5 km in diameter, most likely formed with Ida (as op-
posed to a later capture). Greenberg et al. (1996) estimated
that a body of Dactyl’s size would have a collisional lifetime
of ∼100 Myr. Using the results of the O’Brien and Green-
berg (2005) model, we estimate Dactyl’s collisional lifetime
to be ∼800 Myr. Durda (1993) studied the collisional evo-
lution of the Koronis family, of which Ida is a member, and
estimated that the family is # 1.5 Gyr old. Finally, as noted
by Belton et al. (1994), many of the craters on Ida have a
degraded appearance, suggesting that the surface is relatively
old. Combined, these constraints suggest an age for Ida of
∼500 Myr–1 Gyr, although more detailed examination of all
available constraints is necessary to reach a more definitive es-
timate.

5.3. Mathilde

Fig. 9 shows the results of our simulations for Mathilde.
As discussed in Section 3, Mathilde’s low density implies a
porous and possible rubble-pile structure. In addition, even its
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then cumulative seismic shaking is more effective than global
jolt and Ncrat(Dcrat) is decreased by tss/texp instead of tjolt/texp.

Finally, erasure by superposition (cookie-cutter and sand-
blasting) is applied. For each crater bin centered at Dcrat, our
code calculates the total effective area Atot of craters between
1/10 of Dcrat and the largest crater that has accumulated per
unit area since global jolt or cumulative seismic shaking last
erased craters of diameter Dcrat (i.e., over the lesser of tjolt and
tss, or over texp if neither global jolt nor cumulative seismic
shaking are applied). As described in Section 3.4, when cal-
culating Atot, the areas of craters smaller than Dcrat are reduced
by a factor of 3 to account for the fact that small craters are not
perfectly efficient at erasing larger craters, and the diameters of
large craters are increased by local jolt effects (cf. Fig. 5) if lo-
cal jolt is being applied. Equation (17) is then used to calculate
the number of craters that still remain visible.

5. Results

We now apply the procedure outlined in Section 4 to the four
asteroids that have been observed by spacecraft. The impact-
ing population we use is the best-fit main-belt population from
O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3. Using this im-
pacting population and the procedure outlined in Section 4, we
calculate the crater populations on the different asteroids. In
all simulations, unless otherwise noted, we apply global jolt
erasure, local jolt erasure, and erasure by superposition (cookie-
cutter and sandblasting). Cumulative seismic shaking erasure of
small craters is only applied to Eros, as it is the only asteroid
for which the necessary parameterization [Eq. (13)] has been
derived (Richardson et al., 2004). In addition, the other aster-
oids have not been imaged at small enough scales that the effect
of cumulative seismic shaking was detected in their cratering
records (although it is probably acting on craters smaller than
the resolution limit). Sections 5.1–5.4 describe our results for
each of the four observed asteroids, and Section 5.5 describes
the sensitivity of our model to the main input parameters.

5.1. Gaspra

Fig. 6 shows the crater population in our model at several
points in time. Crater counts are from Table I in Chapman et al.
(1996a), augmented by the large concavities and craters identi-
fied by Greenberg et al. (1994). We have added ±1σ error bars
based on

√
N counting statistics (e.g., Woronow et al., 1978).

At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller craters quite
well but produces too few large craters. After only 65 Myr, era-
sure effects have yet to be important and the crater population
is a direct reflection of the impacting population. At 1 Gyr, our
simulation more closely matches the large craters but produces
too many small craters. In addition, due to the competing ef-
fects of crater production and erasure, the slope of the model
population is shallower than the observed small crater popula-
tion.

Greenberg et al. (1994) obtained similar theoretical results,
which they explained with the following scenario. First, Gaspra
was exposed long enough to accumulate its population of large

Fig. 6. Plot showing results of our simulations for Gaspra using the best-fit
main-belt population from O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3,
as the impacting population. At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller
craters quite well but produces too few large craters. At 1 Gyr, our simulation
more closely matches the large craters but produces too many small craters. In
addition, the slope of the model population is shallower than the small crater
population.

Fig. 7. Results of a simulation in which Gaspra is exposed to the impacting
population for ∼1 Gyr and is then impacted by a projectile that is large enough
to erase all craters below 3 km in diameter. 65 Myr of exposure following the
resetting impact allows the small crater population to fill back in and match
the current population of small craters. This type of scenario was described in
detail by Greenberg et al. (1994).

(!3 km) craters. It then experienced a relatively recent impact
by a projectile large enough that it erased all craters smaller than
∼3 km by global jolting. Finally, subsequent cratering filled in
the small crater population observed today. Fig. 7 shows the re-
sult from our model for such a scenario, with 1 Gyr of exposure
and a resetting event 65 Myr ago that erased all craters smaller
than 3 km, followed by continued accumulation of craters from
65 Myr ago to the present. These timescales are roughly similar
to the Greenberg et al. (1994) estimate of 500 Myr of expo-
sure with a resetting event 50 Myr ago, but are somewhat longer
because our impacting population lies below the impacting pop-
ulation assumed by Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996) (see Fig. 3).
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then cumulative seismic shaking is more effective than global
jolt and Ncrat(Dcrat) is decreased by tss/texp instead of tjolt/texp.

Finally, erasure by superposition (cookie-cutter and sand-
blasting) is applied. For each crater bin centered at Dcrat, our
code calculates the total effective area Atot of craters between
1/10 of Dcrat and the largest crater that has accumulated per
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culating Atot, the areas of craters smaller than Dcrat are reduced
by a factor of 3 to account for the fact that small craters are not
perfectly efficient at erasing larger craters, and the diameters of
large craters are increased by local jolt effects (cf. Fig. 5) if lo-
cal jolt is being applied. Equation (17) is then used to calculate
the number of craters that still remain visible.
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We now apply the procedure outlined in Section 4 to the four
asteroids that have been observed by spacecraft. The impact-
ing population we use is the best-fit main-belt population from
O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3. Using this im-
pacting population and the procedure outlined in Section 4, we
calculate the crater populations on the different asteroids. In
all simulations, unless otherwise noted, we apply global jolt
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cutter and sandblasting). Cumulative seismic shaking erasure of
small craters is only applied to Eros, as it is the only asteroid
for which the necessary parameterization [Eq. (13)] has been
derived (Richardson et al., 2004). In addition, the other aster-
oids have not been imaged at small enough scales that the effect
of cumulative seismic shaking was detected in their cratering
records (although it is probably acting on craters smaller than
the resolution limit). Sections 5.1–5.4 describe our results for
each of the four observed asteroids, and Section 5.5 describes
the sensitivity of our model to the main input parameters.

5.1. Gaspra

Fig. 6 shows the crater population in our model at several
points in time. Crater counts are from Table I in Chapman et al.
(1996a), augmented by the large concavities and craters identi-
fied by Greenberg et al. (1994). We have added ±1σ error bars
based on

√
N counting statistics (e.g., Woronow et al., 1978).

At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller craters quite
well but produces too few large craters. After only 65 Myr, era-
sure effects have yet to be important and the crater population
is a direct reflection of the impacting population. At 1 Gyr, our
simulation more closely matches the large craters but produces
too many small craters. In addition, due to the competing ef-
fects of crater production and erasure, the slope of the model
population is shallower than the observed small crater popula-
tion.

Greenberg et al. (1994) obtained similar theoretical results,
which they explained with the following scenario. First, Gaspra
was exposed long enough to accumulate its population of large

Fig. 6. Plot showing results of our simulations for Gaspra using the best-fit
main-belt population from O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3,
as the impacting population. At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller
craters quite well but produces too few large craters. At 1 Gyr, our simulation
more closely matches the large craters but produces too many small craters. In
addition, the slope of the model population is shallower than the small crater
population.

Fig. 7. Results of a simulation in which Gaspra is exposed to the impacting
population for ∼1 Gyr and is then impacted by a projectile that is large enough
to erase all craters below 3 km in diameter. 65 Myr of exposure following the
resetting impact allows the small crater population to fill back in and match
the current population of small craters. This type of scenario was described in
detail by Greenberg et al. (1994).

(!3 km) craters. It then experienced a relatively recent impact
by a projectile large enough that it erased all craters smaller than
∼3 km by global jolting. Finally, subsequent cratering filled in
the small crater population observed today. Fig. 7 shows the re-
sult from our model for such a scenario, with 1 Gyr of exposure
and a resetting event 65 Myr ago that erased all craters smaller
than 3 km, followed by continued accumulation of craters from
65 Myr ago to the present. These timescales are roughly similar
to the Greenberg et al. (1994) estimate of 500 Myr of expo-
sure with a resetting event 50 Myr ago, but are somewhat longer
because our impacting population lies below the impacting pop-
ulation assumed by Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996) (see Fig. 3).

²  250Myrより⻑⾧長い時間でのモデル
Ø  クレーター分布は10kmより⼩小さいと飽和して

いて良良く合っている
Ø  Idaの地表はこれくらい古いとされているが、

10kmより⼤大きなクレーター分布の変動でばら
つきが⽣生じる

²  Idaの年年代で注⽬目すべき点
Ø  直径が~∼1.5kmの衛星のDactyl

Ø  サイズよりcollisional  lifetime~∼100Myr

Ø  モデルよりcollisional  lifetime~∼800Myr

Ø  Idaを含むKoronis族<1.5Gyr

Ø  クレーターが多いことから地表年年代は古い

Idaの年年代は、~500Myrｰ1Gyrと推測される 

(Greenberg  et  al.1996)

(Oʼ’Brien  and  Greenberg  2005)

(Durda  et  al.1993)

(Belton  et  al.1994)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Results of our simulation for Mathilde after 1, 2, and 4 Gyr compared
to counts from 2 different sets of images by Chapman et al. (1999), with their
large crater counts over all of Mathilde’s observed surface included in both. The
crater data in (a) is from the highest resolution image set, and the data in (b) is
from a somewhat lower resolution, lower phase angle image set. Matching the
largest craters seems to require ∼4 Gyr of exposure.

largest craters show little evidence of global or even regional
seismic effects. We assume, along with the interpretation by
the NEAR team (e.g., Veverka et al., 1999; Chapman et al.,
1999) that Mathilde does not propagate seismic energy effi-
ciently. Therefore, we do not apply the global and local jolt
effects in our simulations for Mathilde. All crater data are from
Fig. 3 of Chapman et al. (1999), converted to cumulative counts
from their R-plots and retaining their error estimates. Fig. 9a
shows our simulations compared with crater counts from the
highest resolution image set studied by Chapman et al. (1999),
which covers only a fraction of the surface, for craters less
than 12 km in diameter, along with their counts for the largest
craters (>12 km in diameter) over all of Mathilde’s observed
surface. Fig. 9b shows the same simulations compared with
crater counts smaller than 12 km in diameter from a somewhat
lower resolution, lower phase angle image set (Chapman et al.,
1999), with the same counts for large craters as in Fig. 9a.

By 1 Gyr, the population of km-scale and smaller craters
is saturated at a constant level, but for longer exposures, the

Fig. 10. Results of our simulation for Eros, which includes erasure by cumu-
lative seismic shaking (Richardson et al., 2004). At 50 Myr, there are too few
craters between about 200 m and 1 km in diameter to match the observations. At
200 Myr, there is good agreement for craters up to ∼1 km in diameter, but too
many larger craters. The best fit is around 120 Myr. Even after only 50 Myr, the
population of craters !200 m in diameter has reached an equilibrium between
production and erasure by cumulative seismic shaking, resulting in a flatten-
ing of the size distribution below !200 m relative to the population of larger
craters.

number of large craters continues to increase. The best match
to the large craters seems to be at ∼4 Gyr. The fit to smaller
craters from both image sets is reasonable. Recall from Sec-
tion 2 that given the substantial differences in physical prop-
erties between Mathilde and the other observed asteroids, we
use the Pi-group scaling relationship for loose sand to calculate
crater sizes rather than scaling from the Gaspra hydrocode sim-
ulations. While that relationship is a good first approximation,
and yields a reasonable fit here, hydrocode-derived scaling re-
lationships will need to be incorporated into future modeling as
they are developed. Pending such improvements, our tentative
conclusion is that Mathilde is a primordial body.

5.4. Eros

Fig. 10 shows the results of our simulations for Eros. The
erasure of small craters by the cumulative effects of seismic
shaking (Richardson et al., 2004) has been included here, as
Eros is the only asteroid for which it has been modeled and the
only asteroid imaged at high enough resolution that the erasure
of small craters by cumulative seismic shaking is noticeable.
Crater data are from Chapman et al. (2002, Fig. 1) (large open
circles and large filled circles), converted to cumulative format
and retaining their error estimates.

Even at the earliest timestep shown (50 Myr), the small
craters (!200 m) reach an equilibrium between production and
seismic shaking erasure that leaves them significantly depleted
relative to an extrapolation from the population of larger craters,
just as seen in the actual crater counts. The match between our
simulations and the population of small craters is good, indicat-
ing that erasure by cumulative seismic shaking can effectively
be included in our model.
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cutter and sandblasting). Cumulative seismic shaking erasure of
small craters is only applied to Eros, as it is the only asteroid
for which the necessary parameterization [Eq. (13)] has been
derived (Richardson et al., 2004). In addition, the other aster-
oids have not been imaged at small enough scales that the effect
of cumulative seismic shaking was detected in their cratering
records (although it is probably acting on craters smaller than
the resolution limit). Sections 5.1–5.4 describe our results for
each of the four observed asteroids, and Section 5.5 describes
the sensitivity of our model to the main input parameters.

5.1. Gaspra

Fig. 6 shows the crater population in our model at several
points in time. Crater counts are from Table I in Chapman et al.
(1996a), augmented by the large concavities and craters identi-
fied by Greenberg et al. (1994). We have added ±1σ error bars
based on
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N counting statistics (e.g., Woronow et al., 1978).

At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller craters quite
well but produces too few large craters. After only 65 Myr, era-
sure effects have yet to be important and the crater population
is a direct reflection of the impacting population. At 1 Gyr, our
simulation more closely matches the large craters but produces
too many small craters. In addition, due to the competing ef-
fects of crater production and erasure, the slope of the model
population is shallower than the observed small crater popula-
tion.

Greenberg et al. (1994) obtained similar theoretical results,
which they explained with the following scenario. First, Gaspra
was exposed long enough to accumulate its population of large

Fig. 6. Plot showing results of our simulations for Gaspra using the best-fit
main-belt population from O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3,
as the impacting population. At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller
craters quite well but produces too few large craters. At 1 Gyr, our simulation
more closely matches the large craters but produces too many small craters. In
addition, the slope of the model population is shallower than the small crater
population.

Fig. 7. Results of a simulation in which Gaspra is exposed to the impacting
population for ∼1 Gyr and is then impacted by a projectile that is large enough
to erase all craters below 3 km in diameter. 65 Myr of exposure following the
resetting impact allows the small crater population to fill back in and match
the current population of small craters. This type of scenario was described in
detail by Greenberg et al. (1994).

(!3 km) craters. It then experienced a relatively recent impact
by a projectile large enough that it erased all craters smaller than
∼3 km by global jolting. Finally, subsequent cratering filled in
the small crater population observed today. Fig. 7 shows the re-
sult from our model for such a scenario, with 1 Gyr of exposure
and a resetting event 65 Myr ago that erased all craters smaller
than 3 km, followed by continued accumulation of craters from
65 Myr ago to the present. These timescales are roughly similar
to the Greenberg et al. (1994) estimate of 500 Myr of expo-
sure with a resetting event 50 Myr ago, but are somewhat longer
because our impacting population lies below the impacting pop-
ulation assumed by Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996) (see Fig. 3).
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then cumulative seismic shaking is more effective than global
jolt and Ncrat(Dcrat) is decreased by tss/texp instead of tjolt/texp.

Finally, erasure by superposition (cookie-cutter and sand-
blasting) is applied. For each crater bin centered at Dcrat, our
code calculates the total effective area Atot of craters between
1/10 of Dcrat and the largest crater that has accumulated per
unit area since global jolt or cumulative seismic shaking last
erased craters of diameter Dcrat (i.e., over the lesser of tjolt and
tss, or over texp if neither global jolt nor cumulative seismic
shaking are applied). As described in Section 3.4, when cal-
culating Atot, the areas of craters smaller than Dcrat are reduced
by a factor of 3 to account for the fact that small craters are not
perfectly efficient at erasing larger craters, and the diameters of
large craters are increased by local jolt effects (cf. Fig. 5) if lo-
cal jolt is being applied. Equation (17) is then used to calculate
the number of craters that still remain visible.

5. Results

We now apply the procedure outlined in Section 4 to the four
asteroids that have been observed by spacecraft. The impact-
ing population we use is the best-fit main-belt population from
O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3. Using this im-
pacting population and the procedure outlined in Section 4, we
calculate the crater populations on the different asteroids. In
all simulations, unless otherwise noted, we apply global jolt
erasure, local jolt erasure, and erasure by superposition (cookie-
cutter and sandblasting). Cumulative seismic shaking erasure of
small craters is only applied to Eros, as it is the only asteroid
for which the necessary parameterization [Eq. (13)] has been
derived (Richardson et al., 2004). In addition, the other aster-
oids have not been imaged at small enough scales that the effect
of cumulative seismic shaking was detected in their cratering
records (although it is probably acting on craters smaller than
the resolution limit). Sections 5.1–5.4 describe our results for
each of the four observed asteroids, and Section 5.5 describes
the sensitivity of our model to the main input parameters.

5.1. Gaspra

Fig. 6 shows the crater population in our model at several
points in time. Crater counts are from Table I in Chapman et al.
(1996a), augmented by the large concavities and craters identi-
fied by Greenberg et al. (1994). We have added ±1σ error bars
based on

√
N counting statistics (e.g., Woronow et al., 1978).

At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller craters quite
well but produces too few large craters. After only 65 Myr, era-
sure effects have yet to be important and the crater population
is a direct reflection of the impacting population. At 1 Gyr, our
simulation more closely matches the large craters but produces
too many small craters. In addition, due to the competing ef-
fects of crater production and erasure, the slope of the model
population is shallower than the observed small crater popula-
tion.

Greenberg et al. (1994) obtained similar theoretical results,
which they explained with the following scenario. First, Gaspra
was exposed long enough to accumulate its population of large
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more closely matches the large craters but produces too many small craters. In
addition, the slope of the model population is shallower than the small crater
population.

Fig. 7. Results of a simulation in which Gaspra is exposed to the impacting
population for ∼1 Gyr and is then impacted by a projectile that is large enough
to erase all craters below 3 km in diameter. 65 Myr of exposure following the
resetting impact allows the small crater population to fill back in and match
the current population of small craters. This type of scenario was described in
detail by Greenberg et al. (1994).

(!3 km) craters. It then experienced a relatively recent impact
by a projectile large enough that it erased all craters smaller than
∼3 km by global jolting. Finally, subsequent cratering filled in
the small crater population observed today. Fig. 7 shows the re-
sult from our model for such a scenario, with 1 Gyr of exposure
and a resetting event 65 Myr ago that erased all craters smaller
than 3 km, followed by continued accumulation of craters from
65 Myr ago to the present. These timescales are roughly similar
to the Greenberg et al. (1994) estimate of 500 Myr of expo-
sure with a resetting event 50 Myr ago, but are somewhat longer
because our impacting population lies below the impacting pop-
ulation assumed by Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996) (see Fig. 3).

²  S-‐‑‒type⼩小惑星より低密度度であるため、内部に空隙が
ありラブルパイル構造かもしれない
Ø  ⼤大きなクレーターがあることからjoltは⽣生じてい

るはず
²  NEAR探査によりMathildeでは地震エネルギーは伝播
していないことを⽰示唆

Joltの影響は除外している

²  km-‐‑‒scaleと⼩小さなクレーターでは⼀一定に飽和
²  exposureが⻑⾧長くなると⼤大きなクレーターが増加

Ø  ⼤大きなクレーターで結果があるのは4Gyr

⾼高解像度度

低解像度度

内部空隙があるためJoltは⽣生じておらず数kmより
⼩小さなクレーターでは飽和に達しており、⼤大きな

クレーターから地表年年代は~4Gyrと推定 



Result~Eros~
²  Erosは、モデルが作られている唯⼀一の⼩小惑星(Richardson  2004,2005)

²  ⾼高解像度度の画像がある

²  200mより⼩小さなクレーターではどの年年代でもモデルが⼀一致
Ø    Cumulative  seismic  effectを考慮しているため
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Results of our simulation for Mathilde after 1, 2, and 4 Gyr compared
to counts from 2 different sets of images by Chapman et al. (1999), with their
large crater counts over all of Mathilde’s observed surface included in both. The
crater data in (a) is from the highest resolution image set, and the data in (b) is
from a somewhat lower resolution, lower phase angle image set. Matching the
largest craters seems to require ∼4 Gyr of exposure.

largest craters show little evidence of global or even regional
seismic effects. We assume, along with the interpretation by
the NEAR team (e.g., Veverka et al., 1999; Chapman et al.,
1999) that Mathilde does not propagate seismic energy effi-
ciently. Therefore, we do not apply the global and local jolt
effects in our simulations for Mathilde. All crater data are from
Fig. 3 of Chapman et al. (1999), converted to cumulative counts
from their R-plots and retaining their error estimates. Fig. 9a
shows our simulations compared with crater counts from the
highest resolution image set studied by Chapman et al. (1999),
which covers only a fraction of the surface, for craters less
than 12 km in diameter, along with their counts for the largest
craters (>12 km in diameter) over all of Mathilde’s observed
surface. Fig. 9b shows the same simulations compared with
crater counts smaller than 12 km in diameter from a somewhat
lower resolution, lower phase angle image set (Chapman et al.,
1999), with the same counts for large craters as in Fig. 9a.

By 1 Gyr, the population of km-scale and smaller craters
is saturated at a constant level, but for longer exposures, the

Fig. 10. Results of our simulation for Eros, which includes erasure by cumu-
lative seismic shaking (Richardson et al., 2004). At 50 Myr, there are too few
craters between about 200 m and 1 km in diameter to match the observations. At
200 Myr, there is good agreement for craters up to ∼1 km in diameter, but too
many larger craters. The best fit is around 120 Myr. Even after only 50 Myr, the
population of craters !200 m in diameter has reached an equilibrium between
production and erasure by cumulative seismic shaking, resulting in a flatten-
ing of the size distribution below !200 m relative to the population of larger
craters.

number of large craters continues to increase. The best match
to the large craters seems to be at ∼4 Gyr. The fit to smaller
craters from both image sets is reasonable. Recall from Sec-
tion 2 that given the substantial differences in physical prop-
erties between Mathilde and the other observed asteroids, we
use the Pi-group scaling relationship for loose sand to calculate
crater sizes rather than scaling from the Gaspra hydrocode sim-
ulations. While that relationship is a good first approximation,
and yields a reasonable fit here, hydrocode-derived scaling re-
lationships will need to be incorporated into future modeling as
they are developed. Pending such improvements, our tentative
conclusion is that Mathilde is a primordial body.

5.4. Eros

Fig. 10 shows the results of our simulations for Eros. The
erasure of small craters by the cumulative effects of seismic
shaking (Richardson et al., 2004) has been included here, as
Eros is the only asteroid for which it has been modeled and the
only asteroid imaged at high enough resolution that the erasure
of small craters by cumulative seismic shaking is noticeable.
Crater data are from Chapman et al. (2002, Fig. 1) (large open
circles and large filled circles), converted to cumulative format
and retaining their error estimates.

Even at the earliest timestep shown (50 Myr), the small
craters (!200 m) reach an equilibrium between production and
seismic shaking erasure that leaves them significantly depleted
relative to an extrapolation from the population of larger craters,
just as seen in the actual crater counts. The match between our
simulations and the population of small craters is good, indicat-
ing that erasure by cumulative seismic shaking can effectively
be included in our model.
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then cumulative seismic shaking is more effective than global
jolt and Ncrat(Dcrat) is decreased by tss/texp instead of tjolt/texp.

Finally, erasure by superposition (cookie-cutter and sand-
blasting) is applied. For each crater bin centered at Dcrat, our
code calculates the total effective area Atot of craters between
1/10 of Dcrat and the largest crater that has accumulated per
unit area since global jolt or cumulative seismic shaking last
erased craters of diameter Dcrat (i.e., over the lesser of tjolt and
tss, or over texp if neither global jolt nor cumulative seismic
shaking are applied). As described in Section 3.4, when cal-
culating Atot, the areas of craters smaller than Dcrat are reduced
by a factor of 3 to account for the fact that small craters are not
perfectly efficient at erasing larger craters, and the diameters of
large craters are increased by local jolt effects (cf. Fig. 5) if lo-
cal jolt is being applied. Equation (17) is then used to calculate
the number of craters that still remain visible.

5. Results

We now apply the procedure outlined in Section 4 to the four
asteroids that have been observed by spacecraft. The impact-
ing population we use is the best-fit main-belt population from
O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3. Using this im-
pacting population and the procedure outlined in Section 4, we
calculate the crater populations on the different asteroids. In
all simulations, unless otherwise noted, we apply global jolt
erasure, local jolt erasure, and erasure by superposition (cookie-
cutter and sandblasting). Cumulative seismic shaking erasure of
small craters is only applied to Eros, as it is the only asteroid
for which the necessary parameterization [Eq. (13)] has been
derived (Richardson et al., 2004). In addition, the other aster-
oids have not been imaged at small enough scales that the effect
of cumulative seismic shaking was detected in their cratering
records (although it is probably acting on craters smaller than
the resolution limit). Sections 5.1–5.4 describe our results for
each of the four observed asteroids, and Section 5.5 describes
the sensitivity of our model to the main input parameters.

5.1. Gaspra

Fig. 6 shows the crater population in our model at several
points in time. Crater counts are from Table I in Chapman et al.
(1996a), augmented by the large concavities and craters identi-
fied by Greenberg et al. (1994). We have added ±1σ error bars
based on

√
N counting statistics (e.g., Woronow et al., 1978).

At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller craters quite
well but produces too few large craters. After only 65 Myr, era-
sure effects have yet to be important and the crater population
is a direct reflection of the impacting population. At 1 Gyr, our
simulation more closely matches the large craters but produces
too many small craters. In addition, due to the competing ef-
fects of crater production and erasure, the slope of the model
population is shallower than the observed small crater popula-
tion.

Greenberg et al. (1994) obtained similar theoretical results,
which they explained with the following scenario. First, Gaspra
was exposed long enough to accumulate its population of large

Fig. 6. Plot showing results of our simulations for Gaspra using the best-fit
main-belt population from O’Brien and Greenberg (2005), shown in Fig. 3,
as the impacting population. At 65 Myr, our simulation matches the smaller
craters quite well but produces too few large craters. At 1 Gyr, our simulation
more closely matches the large craters but produces too many small craters. In
addition, the slope of the model population is shallower than the small crater
population.

Fig. 7. Results of a simulation in which Gaspra is exposed to the impacting
population for ∼1 Gyr and is then impacted by a projectile that is large enough
to erase all craters below 3 km in diameter. 65 Myr of exposure following the
resetting impact allows the small crater population to fill back in and match
the current population of small craters. This type of scenario was described in
detail by Greenberg et al. (1994).

(!3 km) craters. It then experienced a relatively recent impact
by a projectile large enough that it erased all craters smaller than
∼3 km by global jolting. Finally, subsequent cratering filled in
the small crater population observed today. Fig. 7 shows the re-
sult from our model for such a scenario, with 1 Gyr of exposure
and a resetting event 65 Myr ago that erased all craters smaller
than 3 km, followed by continued accumulation of craters from
65 Myr ago to the present. These timescales are roughly similar
to the Greenberg et al. (1994) estimate of 500 Myr of expo-
sure with a resetting event 50 Myr ago, but are somewhat longer
because our impacting population lies below the impacting pop-
ulation assumed by Greenberg et al. (1994, 1996) (see Fig. 3).

²  観測結果と最も整合性が良良いのは、t=120Myr
Ø  Richardsonのモデルでは、400±200Myr
Ø  計算に⽤用いた衝突体のサイズとクレー

ターサイズの関係が異異なるため
Ø  正しい関係を⽤用いた数値シミュレーショ

ンが必要となる

⼩小さなクレーターは、Cumulative  seismic  
effectより消失していて、地表年年代は

~120Myrと最も整合性が良良い 
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At 50 Myr, the population of craters between about 200 m
and 1 km in diameter in our simulation is not sufficient to match
observations. Similarly, at 200 Myr, the population of craters
!1 km in diameter in our simulation is larger than the observed
population. We find that the best fit is at 120 Myr. At all of
the times shown, the flattening of the size distribution of craters
"200 m in diameter is due to erasure by cumulative seismic
shaking.

Using the same impacting population that we use here,
Richardson et al. (2004) found that their best fit was achieved
after 400 ± 200 Myr of exposure. The primary reason for the
discrepancy between our estimates is that Richardson et al. used
a somewhat different relationship between impactor diameter
and crater size than the relationship we use here (cf. Fig. 2). For
impactors larger than about 10 m in diameter, the relationship
we use gives somewhat larger craters than the relationship used
by Richardson et al., and thus for the same impacting popula-
tion, a given crater population is achieved more quickly in our
model than in Richardson et al. (2004). This difference between
our models highlights the need for further hydrocode modeling
to more tightly constrain the relationship between impactor di-
ameter and crater size.

5.5. Sensitivity to model parameters

In the previous sections, we have used a consistent set of pa-
rameters to match the cratering records on all four asteroids that
have been observed by spacecraft. While we feel that the pa-
rameters that we have used are reasonable, there is still some
uncertainty in their exact values such that it is necessary to
quantify the sensitivity of our model to changes in those para-
meters. Here we describe the major effects of varying the main
parameters for crater production and for the different crater era-
sure processes.

Cookie-cutter (including local jolt) and sandblasting erasure
only become important when the crater population is saturated
or close to saturated, since both erasure mechanisms rely on
the superposition of craters. Global jolt should also be most
effective when the crater population is saturated, as it relies
on the production of large craters, which start to be statisti-
cally significant only after the smaller craters start to reach
saturation. These erasure mechanisms will therefore have the
strongest effect on Ida, as the other asteroids either do not ap-
pear to be saturated (Gaspra and Eros) or like Mathilde have
an internal structure and/or composition that is ineffective at
transmitting the seismic energy necessary for global jolt to oc-
cur (e.g., Veverka et al., 1999; Chapman et al., 1999). Thus,
we choose Ida to demonstrate the sensitivity of our model to
changes in the cookie-cutter (with local jolt), sandblasting, and
global jolt parameters.

For cookie-cutter with local jolt, the main parameter is the
multiplicative factor that gives the radius of the region that is
totally erased by the formation of a crater of a given radius (cf.
Fig. 5). The local jolt relationship assumed in our simulations
has small craters (below 5 km in diameter) erasing only out to
their rims, while 30 km diameter and larger craters erase out
to 2.5× their radius. For sandblasting, the main parameters are

Fig. 11. Plot showing the sensitivity of our model to changes in the sandblasting
and cookie-cutter (with local jolt) parameters. The best-fit model population
and the data points are the same as in Fig. 8, and the shaded region shows the
maximum variation in the model population resulting from changes of a factor
of two in the relevant parameters, as discussed in the text.

the diameter of the smallest crater that is capable of contribut-
ing to the erasure of a given sized crater and the sandblasting
efficiency. For the simulations we have performed in the pre-
vious sections, we assume that craters with a diameter smaller
than 1/10 of a given target crater size do not contribute to its
erasure and that to erase a crater of a given area, enough craters
must accumulate to give 3× that area (an efficiency of 1/3).
To estimate the sensitivity of our model to changes in these
parameters, we performed a set of simulations in which these
values were all varied by a factor of two (including simulations
in which all were varied simultaneously).

Fig. 11 shows the results of those simulations for the case of
Ida with an exposure time of 4 Gyr. There is a range of up to an
order of magnitude in the final crater populations that can result
in our model, given reasonable variations in the sandblasting
and cookie-cutter (with local jolt) parameters. Sandblasting pri-
marily affects the smaller craters and cookie-cutter with local
jolt primarily affects the large craters. We note, however, that
in our best-fit simulations we use essentially the same parame-
ters for all of the asteroids we model (with the exception of
Mathilde, given its substantially different physical properties).
Thus, while our results depend on our choice of parameters, our
model is self-consistent in that we do not need to fine-tune those
parameters differently for each individual asteroid.

For global jolt erasure, we find that turning global jolt off
completely while keeping all other parameters constant has the
somewhat paradoxical effect of decreasing the number of small
craters ("1 km in diameter) by up to 33% compared to the case
where global jolt is included. The effect on the largest craters
(multi-kilometer) is negligible. The exact reasons for this are
unclear, although it suggests that with global jolt in effect, the
frequent resetting due to global jolt prevents the crater popu-
lation from fully reaching the equilibrium that would result if
only superposition were taken into account, and that the equi-
librium population resulting from just superposition is slightly
lower than the equilibrium resulting from global jolt plus su-
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At 50 Myr, the population of craters between about 200 m
and 1 km in diameter in our simulation is not sufficient to match
observations. Similarly, at 200 Myr, the population of craters
!1 km in diameter in our simulation is larger than the observed
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has small craters (below 5 km in diameter) erasing only out to
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maximum variation in the model population resulting from changes of a factor
of two in the relevant parameters, as discussed in the text.

the diameter of the smallest crater that is capable of contribut-
ing to the erasure of a given sized crater and the sandblasting
efficiency. For the simulations we have performed in the pre-
vious sections, we assume that craters with a diameter smaller
than 1/10 of a given target crater size do not contribute to its
erasure and that to erase a crater of a given area, enough craters
must accumulate to give 3× that area (an efficiency of 1/3).
To estimate the sensitivity of our model to changes in these
parameters, we performed a set of simulations in which these
values were all varied by a factor of two (including simulations
in which all were varied simultaneously).

Fig. 11 shows the results of those simulations for the case of
Ida with an exposure time of 4 Gyr. There is a range of up to an
order of magnitude in the final crater populations that can result
in our model, given reasonable variations in the sandblasting
and cookie-cutter (with local jolt) parameters. Sandblasting pri-
marily affects the smaller craters and cookie-cutter with local
jolt primarily affects the large craters. We note, however, that
in our best-fit simulations we use essentially the same parame-
ters for all of the asteroids we model (with the exception of
Mathilde, given its substantially different physical properties).
Thus, while our results depend on our choice of parameters, our
model is self-consistent in that we do not need to fine-tune those
parameters differently for each individual asteroid.

For global jolt erasure, we find that turning global jolt off
completely while keeping all other parameters constant has the
somewhat paradoxical effect of decreasing the number of small
craters ("1 km in diameter) by up to 33% compared to the case
where global jolt is included. The effect on the largest craters
(multi-kilometer) is negligible. The exact reasons for this are
unclear, although it suggests that with global jolt in effect, the
frequent resetting due to global jolt prevents the crater popu-
lation from fully reaching the equilibrium that would result if
only superposition were taken into account, and that the equi-
librium population resulting from just superposition is slightly
lower than the equilibrium resulting from global jolt plus su-

Summary
²  Gaspra,Ida,Eros,Mathildeのクレーター分布は、共通の衝突分布で表せることがわかった 

²  クレーター形成と消失過程を考慮したモデルと観測結果を⽐比較 

1.  Gaspra 

Ø   1億年年exposeされていて、65Myrに約200mの天体の衝突が⽣生じ3kmより⼩小さなクレーターが
Grobal joltによって消失した 

2.  Ida 

Ø  10kmより⼩小さなクレーターは飽和状態に近いため、クレーター消失過程が⼤大きく影響している 

Ø  年年代は、~500Myrｰ1Gyrと推測 

3.  Mathilde 

Ø  内部空隙があることからgrobal,local joltは⽣生じていない 

Ø  NEARによる探査結果と調和的 

Ø  ⼤大きいクレーター(D>10km)より~4Gyrと推定 

4.  Eros 

Ø  直径が200mより⼩小さなクレーターの分布を説明する 

 　 　ためには、cumulative seismic shakingが必要 

Ø  若若い地表年年代は~120Myr 


